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Vehicle Satellite Tracking System
BusTracks users gain exclusive access to GPS PLUS, a satellite tracking system that facilitates the development of a bus roster and
route schedule. Together, BusTracks and GPS PLUS help districts improve budgets without cutting educational programs.
Along with the BusTracks software, GPS PLUS allows school districts to seamlessly file state reports, reducing the time spent
completing the reports from weeks to minutes. Additionally, using BusTracks results in an average state reimbursement increase
of 8 to 9 percent. In most cases, this increase will more than pay for the entire investment of this state-of-the-art management
system.
Finally, BusTracks enhances student safety by eliminating the need for bus drivers to manually record their stops and student data
as required.
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BusTracks GPS PLUS tracks bus speeds, dates, times, and stop locations every second the bus is moving on the road.
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BusTracks contains the bus roster with planned stop times and the number of riders on each stop.
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Stop times and stop locations captured by the GPS PLUS unit are automatically entered into the BusTracks software and matched
to the bus roster data to determine actual stop times, stop locations, and distance traveled between stops.
BusTracks creates reports that determine the number of miles the bus travels with students and without students and records
this in the system. This eliminates the need to track and record this information for the state reimbursement reports.
 usTracks GPS PLUS stores 5 to 10 days of bus route data, is small enough to be attached to a key fob, and is easily portable
B
between buses.
Stop and route data captured by the GPS PLUS may be uploaded to the DELORME map for visual representation.

For more information, call 1-800-303-2921 or visit BusTracks.com

